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section of the State of the Union is but one manifestation of a broader disposition to paint in broad, abstract strokes while making little sense, again a form of engagement one has long taken to be especially characteristic of Clinton’s prose. His mouth becomes a silencing mechanism — or, at least,
a mechanism for creating the impression of such silencing. But, when it comes to the cliquish claptrap of “socialism,” he may have gone over the line and into unhinged territory. After some restive applause for the “amazing job” that Venezuela is doing, he notes that the country is “now governed

by a dictatorial regime that sees you not as children in need of rights but as commodities to be traded and exploited.” What exactly is it that describes such a regime? “Trust us!” Clinton’s, I imagine. His recollection of the period of the Soviet Union’s control over Eastern Europe is accurate but
rather thin. At the time, polls showed that the majority of those, including Christians, queasy about Communism, took the view that “at worst, Communism was ‘a practical attempt to use limited state power to improve the human condition.’” Clinton then goes on to ponder whether he and his

colleagues were naïve about Communism at the time: Indeed, just as we did not understand the scale and nature of the threat of Communism, some of our European allies failed to grasp the implications of immigration. Recall the scene in Parliament as waves of the new Italian immigrants spoke in
their own language. At least one lady member of Parliament walked out. People did indeed wonder whether there was a different rule book for immigrants from Eastern Europe. As for the fear of immigration, as Chris Bertram has documented on his blog in recent years, these fears were justified in

many cases. The French passage quoted above was an exception, as a theoretical legal system was also imposed on Polish Jews (an illegal imposition for which the French waited on Russian approval). The mass deportation of French Jews was a response to the imprisonment of the
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